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Module #7: Retention  

 

Almost every dental practice feels like they need more new patients.  

I wish I had a dollar for every time a dentist said, "I need more new patients."  

In reality, when we take a deeper dive into what's happening in the practice, we 

often find that the back door of the practice is wide open. 

So, the question is, "How wide open is the back door in your practice?"  

Focus on Retention   

When we focus often on new patients coming in the front door, we neglect to 

notice that the practice is losing patients out the back door.  

We often will pull an audit in a report and see how many patients do we have that 

are currently unscheduled in hygiene, and it's often alarming. 

So, one of the things that I often do is I will look at Henry Schein's practice 

analysis report.  

Henry Schein has a Dental Business 

Solutions division that will actually take a 

deeper dive into the analytics and do an 

audit of your practice, and see where 

there are areas for opportunity.  

I'm often asked to review the hygiene 

department on these practice analysis 

reports. 

In this example, this practice has more than 12,000 active patients, but when we 

take a deeper look and we identify the number of patients that are not active in 

hygiene or perio, we've got more than 6,000 in this example. We often see that 

time and time again.  
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The practice's perception is they need more new patients, but the reality is, we 

could focus on retaining better the patients that they already have, and again, 

doing more on those patients that may be unscheduled or out of the loop when it 

comes to their preventive maintenance visits.  

The Hygiene Rollercoaster   

When we look at that, we often see practices struggling with what I call, "The 

Hygiene Rollercoaster," where we have this consistent ride, where things are busy 

and we're slammed and we're so busy, but then the schedule falls apart, and we 

have nobody show up.  

Or, we're so busy taking care of the needs of our patients, that no one's making 

recall phone calls, and the patients who actually do, get neglected until the 

schedule's wide open and we panic, so we have this natural peaks and valleys, if 

you will, in the hygiene department.  

I call that the hygiene rollercoaster, and I'm here to tell you, it's not always a fun 

ride.  

Sometimes you have some team members that are really stressed about the ride 

and other team members that are completely oblivious. We see that a lot in 

hygiene, it's not a fun ride, that hygiene rollercoaster. 

Sometimes we identify that the reason we have so many patients unscheduled is 

that we may have capacity blockages in hygiene that are really difficult to identify.  

Some of you know you have capacity blockages in hygiene. I was at a workshop 

just a few weeks ago in North Carolina, and there was a practice that said, "We 

don't have any open time for five months," so that is the capacity blockage in 

hygiene, and it's actually a crisis. 

When we see practices that are capacity blocked in hygiene, we often see that 

that's why there's so many patients that are overdue for recall.  

Sometimes we're so capacity blocked we don't want to make recall phone calls 

because where are we supposed to put these people?  
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Capacity blockages can be why we have so many unscheduled patients, especially 

if you're capacity blocked at your high demand appointment times.  

Say I've got a new job and I needed an 

evening appointment. If I call your office 

and I want an evening appointment, how 

long am I waiting? If you even have 

evening appointments available. So, this 

is the situation we find ourselves in.  

If you are caught at capacity block, 

schedule efficiency becomes even more 

vital. Retention programs are vital.  

We've got to retain the patients that we have coming in. Otherwise, we're just not 

capable of helping the practice grow.  

So, the feeling that we need more new patients, in my mind although it's very 

common, it's not entirely accurate.  

Many practices don't need more new patients, because if you're capacity blocked, 

and you add more new patients to the equation, you actually hurt yourselves. It 

ends up compounding the issue rather than making it better.  

Whitening for Life   

That's why we teach an incredible program called Whitening for Life. This is our 

version of loyalty rewards, frequent shopper cards, airline miles.  

This is giving patients a reason to come back and stay current with your office. 

This is the best retention strategy we have ever found.  

In fact, it worked so well with our patients, we trademarked it, and we have 

practices in more than 28 different countries using this program right now. 

You are here today because you are going to be able to use this program to 

harness the impact of patient retention in your practice.  
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It's important for us to note how important it is to patients to have a nice smile. 

Did you know that 99.7% of all adults felt that a smile is an important social 

asset? Long-held studies about how important it is to have a pleasing smile.  

When you ask patients, "What would you 

like to see better? Is there anything you'd 

like to change about your smile?" almost 

always the answer from them is, "I'd like 

my teeth brighter. I'd like whiter teeth. I'm 

interested in whitening."  

The main reason they don't move forward 

with some of those options is almost 

always the cost. 

So, what if we could find a way to harness what patients want and, at the same 

time, establish some parameters to help grow our practice significantly? 

That's what Whitening for Life is all about. It's about taking those patients that 

are interested in whitening, or taking a patient that may be coming in off of a 

coupon offer, a special offer, and turning them into patients for life. That's what 

Whitening for Life is all about.  

To participate in Whitening for Life, the patients are given whitening for a low cost, 

one-time enrollment fee.  

We see a range for this fee. I would say the most common, the most successful fee 

is generally right around $99.  

For many practices, it may be $400 or $500 for your custom bleaching trays right 

now. 

But for Whitening for Life, patients pay a low, one cost enrollment fee of $99, but 

they agree to a few things.  

This is really important. On their enrollment form, there are conditions.  
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The enrollment form says, "We feel every patient deserves a smile they can be 

proud of, and this is what we're going to do for you. For a low, one-time 

enrollment of $99, we're going to make custom bleaching trays or give you what 

you need to have a beautiful smile. All we ask in return…” 

There are some conditions. The patients 

commit to staying current on 

recommended recall and to give the 

practice 24 hours before canceling or 

changing an appointment. 

That's actually stated clearly, in very 

professional, patient-friendly language 

about why those things are important. "In order for us to continue to offer 

programs like Whitening for Life to all of our patients, we respectfully request the 

courtesy of advanced notice for schedule changes."  

Whitening for Life is helping us retrain our patients as to what our practice 

policies and protocols are. 

That's really important in today's society, because I think people are different than 

they used to be.  

Seven Simple Steps 

To help you get started with Whitening for Life, we provide everything you need in 

seven simple steps.  

I'm going to walk you through how you can launch Whitening for Life in your 

practice. This guide, this program will help you do it faster and easily.  

That's what it's all about. We don't want the doctor to have to worry about doing 

any of this. We want the whole team to be able to do it without doctor time, so 

that we can get this program rolling as soon as possible.  

• The first step is to designate a Whitening for Life specialist on the team. 

Have one team member who volunteers or is nominated to spearhead the 

program in your office.  
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• The second step is to review the materials in the Jumpstart Kit. You 

have received materials or you may have been provided a link to go and 

download Whitening for Life resources. It should be fairly easy to review 

those materials.  

 

• The third step is to go ahead and print off enrollment forms with your 

office logo on them. In your materials, we've given you these files that can 

be edited, so that you can make them your own.  

It should be as simple as copying and pasting or drag and dropping your 

logo on this enrollment form, and you should be ready to go.  

 

• The next step is to order wholesale bleach product, if needed. Now, 

granted, one of the key elements, one of the reasons we can offer Whitening 

for Life for such a dramatically low price is because the pricing of these 

materials has also come down over time.  

If you have a Henry Schein practice, there are Henry Schein bulk white-

labeled bleach product syringes that you can order. We have some of these 

products available on our website, as well.  

You can order these wholesale bleach products. You'll order 100 syringes at 

a time that are all white-labeled and that's what you will give to your 

patients that are having custom trays. 

Now if you don't want to take the impressions and make the trays, there is 

also a great new opportunity to utilize Sheer White.  

Over the years, these tray delivery systems have gotten so much better.  

This is a white strip on steroids, because it's a strip that's preloaded with 

professional strength bleaching agent that doesn't budge. It doesn't move. 

You can wear it very easily, even when you're at work and talking to people, 

and it's not noticeable at all.  
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Sheer White is a great way to be able to offer to your patients the benefits of 

Whitening for Life without having to take the impressions and make a 

custom tray.  

Some patients want the custom tray. There's a higher perceived value there.  

Some practices offer just the custom trays, some practices offer just Sheer 

White, and some practices do a combination of both. Really, it's up to you. 

 

• Step five is you're going to have a staff meeting to review the materials 

with everyone on the team and review scripting, and some of the other 

videos that can help. 

Now, chances are, you might be having your staff meeting right now while 

you're following this training and that's great. If not, you're going to want to 

go ahead and open that material up, go over the scripting with the team. 

Again, we provide scripting so that everyone 

can offer the program with confidence. 

Everyone needs to be speaking the same 

language.  

Speaking the same language does matter, so 

that's why we say to review the scripting 

with the team, so they know how to handle 

the patient that calls and tries to cancel 

their appointment, and how they can 

convert that, and more likely recover that appointment. 

 

• The next step is to market the program. Although we provide high-

resolution logos and everything for you to utilize, I would say the most 

critical thing for you to remember is this is a patient retention strategy. It's 

not necessarily designed as a new patient attraction strategy.  

The most critical thing 

for you to remember is 

this is a patient retention 

strategy. 
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We've seen people try and do their own version of Whitening for Life over 

the years and all of a sudden, they're giving free whitening to attract more 

new patients. 

The challenge with this strategy is, it's not about free whitening. It is about 

giving patients something that they value and if they get it for free, you 

completely lose the powerful retention aspect of the strategy. 

So, marketing the program really is as simple as printing out some 

brochures and handing it to patients when them come in. Say, "We've got a 

great new program called Whitening for Life. Here's some information. Take 

a minute and read that over and we'll be with you shortly. If you have any 

questions, we'll be happy to help you."  

That's really how easy it should be to market the program.  

 

• Step seven is to start enrolling patients. It's that easy. It really doesn't 

take much time at all to get Whitening for Life launched in your practice.  

Reducing No-shows and Cancellations   

Now let's talk about how Whitening for Life can help reduce no shows and 

cancellations.  

Patients have a reason to keep their appointments. They want their 

complimentary materials. They ask for it when they come in. 

So, everyone on the team really needs to 

know who is enrolled in Whitening for 

Life. 

That's another critical thing that you 

might need to communicate with your 

team at the staff meeting is, "How are you 

going to flag the accounts?"  
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We've seen everything from continuing care reason added that shows up in red 

that says, "WFL." We've seen flags, of course. We've seen an asterisk after the 

patient's name. We've seen a star in the nickname field.  

There's a lot of different creative ways that practices have been able to alert the 

team, at a glance, to who's enrolled in Whitening for Life. 

We need to be able to see at a glance who's enrolled, because if they call to cancel 

their appointment for 4 o'clock today, we're going to handle that call differently.  

We can say, "Hey, Wendy. I see that you're enrolled in our Whitening for Life 

program. We would sure hate to see you lose those benefits. What can I do to help 

you keep that appointment?"  

So, it changes the conversation when you have a last-minute cancellation or 

someone's calling and trying to bail out of the schedule.  

Now, granted, if it's a true emergency, we're probably not going to have the 

conversation, but remind them of their benefits when they call.  

Other Tips   

Other tips, we can have recall cards if you're corresponding via email or text. Add 

a sentence to that confirmation that says, "Whitening for Life members, we'll have 

your complimentary whitening materials waiting for you."  

What we see is that not only gives the patient a reason to come back, but it also 

helps other patients that may not be aware of the program become interested in 

finding out more. 

At the confirmation call, as well, it's great to be able to say, "When you come for 

your visit, we have your complimentary touch-up kit waiting for you."  

At every contact, we want to be able to build that value and help them know that 

it's a reason to come in and see us.  
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If Patient Misses Appointment   

"What happens if the patient misses their appointment?" That's a really good 

question.  

I will tell you that is it a true emergency or not? If it's not a true emergency, we 

often will use the phrase, “Just this once.” 

“Just this once, we are going to waive the 

re-enrollment fee for you.”  

Now that's usually what happens on the 

first offense.  

If it's a second offense, we'll waive the re-

enrollment fee, but they have to pay $15 

for today's touch-up.  

On the third offense, the third time a patient misses an appointment without 24 

hours’ notice, they are banished. It's obviously not a good fit for them.  

We have a “three strikes and you're out” policy.  

If they want back in, they pay $99 and re-enroll in the program, so it's almost like 

missed appointment fees in reverse. 

Again, when they miss their appointment, the 

whole goal is to keep them enrolled in the 

program, because there's tremendous value in 

that.  

Keeping patients current on their hygiene 

recommended visits, as well as minimizing churn 

in the schedule, is very valuable and that's the 

whole purpose of Whitening for Life in the first 

place.  

The whole goal is to 

keep them enrolled in 

the program, because 

there's tremendous 

value in that. 
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Reducing Overheads   

Included in the Whitening for Life program are techniques we've developed to help 

reduce your overhead.  

Granted, we've had the bulk orders of bleach material that really help.  

We also have a double impression technique, that if you are impressing and 

making custom trays, it can save you a tremendous amount of time and money, 

cost on materials, as well.  

Also, it's important to note that the Sheer White products range from $15 to $18 a 

box and you give the patient an entire box for the first time when they enroll, but 

then after that, you open the boxes and you give them one tray. 

Each tray has two strips in it, which is generally enough to keep them white long-

term. It's a good refresher, a good touch up kit for Sheer White, so the price point 

we want under $12 if you're impressing and doing traditional trays.  

Sheer White's a little bit more on the front end, but keep in mind, you're saving 

money on materials, time, and impressing, and making trays.  

It's about even, if you will, on either strategy that you choose.  

Next Steps    

So, there you have it. Seven steps to get started on Whitening for Life and I would 

encourage you to facilitate that process.  

Start getting patients enrolled and retained in Whitening for Life, because I think 

what you'll find is when you retain more of your patients and you reschedule 

them, and you retain them, and keep them enrolled in your practice, the need or 

the feeling that we have to always add new patients will somewhat ease, because 

you'll find you already have an incredible profit center right beneath your feet. 

Maximizing and making the most of the patients you already have, in my mind, is 

just as important as attracting the ever-elusive new patient.   
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About The Team Training Institute  

 

The Team Training Institute is a place where dentists can get their whole 

team trained on every aspect of profitability, productivity and creating 

success. 

Our services include: 

• In-house coaching and seminars: We have a team full of coaches that can 

run in-house private seminars. This is the most effective way to see 

increased productivity immediately. If you're looking for instant change, you 

should bring someone in to do a seminar 

 

• Online training courses: Our online training courses take things at a 

slower pace but still get a great return on your investment. If you're just 

starting out with the process of trying to maximize productivity within your 

team, this is a great place to start. 

 

There is an accountability tracker built in so you'll know how your team 

members are getting on and there is required work which is reviewed and 

this helps get great results. 

 

If you're looking for results in a specific area, the eight-week online option 

is a great solution. You don't have to wait eight weeks to get results as 

people are taking action from week one. You’ll see results right away. 

 

• DVD Programs: Sometimes people want all the information at their 

fingertips immediately so we have DVDs such as the team case acceptance 

package. 
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For More Information on How  

The Team Training Institute  

Can Help You and Your Team  

Please Contact Our Office at  

1-877-732-2124 
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